
[(essay date 1976) In the following excerpt, from a work originally published in 1976, Bettelheim argues that "Bluebeard" 
teaches lessons about sexual morality and forgiveness, noting that the tale is Perrault's original narrative and not a retelling 
of a specific prior story.]

Bluebeard is the most monstrous and beastly of all fairy-tale husbands. Actually this story is not a fairy tale, because with the 
single exception of the indelible blood on the key which gives away the fact that Bluebeard's bride has entered the forbidden 
room, there is nothing magical or supernatural in the story. More important, there is no development of any of the characters; 
although evil is punished in the end, this in itself makes neither for recovery nor for consolation. "Bluebeard" is a story 
invented by Perrault for which there are no direct antecedents in folk tales as far as we know.1

There are quite a few fairy tales with the central motif of a secret chamber which must not be entered, where previously killed 
women are preserved. In some Russian and Scandinavian tales of this sort it is an animal husband who forbids entering the 
room, suggesting a relation between the animal-groom stories and those of the "Bluebeard" type. Among the better known of 
these fairy tales are the English "Mr. Fox" and the Brothers Grimm's "Fitcher's Bird."2

In "Fitcher's Bird" a sorcerer carries off the eldest of three daughters. He tells her that she may enter all rooms of the house 
with the exception of one, which can be opened only by the smallest of the keys. This room she must avoid on pain of death. 
The sorcerer further entrusts the girl with an egg, which she is always to carry with her, because great misfortune will ensue 
should she lose it. The girl enters the forbidden room and finds it full of blood and dead people. In her fright she drops the 
egg, and the blood which gets on it cannot be wiped off. The egg gives her away on the return of the sorcerer, who then kills 
her like the others. Next he gets hold of the middle sister, whose fate is the same.

The youngest daughter is finally carried off by the wizard to his house. But she tricks him by putting the egg away carefully 
before she goes exploring. Positioning the limbs of her sisters together, she restores them to life. On his return, the sorcerer 
believes her to have been faithful and tells her that as a reward she will be his bride. She tricks him once more, this time into 
carrying her sisters and a lot of gold to her parents. Then she glues feathers all over her body so that she looks like a strange 
bird--hence the story's title--and in this way escapes. In the end the wizard and all his friends are burned to death. In fairy 
tales of this type there is full recovery of the victims, and the villain is not a human being.

"Bluebeard" and "Fitcher's Bird" are considered here because these stories present in the most extreme form the motif that 
as a test of trustworthiness, the female must not inquire into the secrets of the male. Carried away by her curiosity, she does 
so nevertheless, with calamitous consequences. In "The Enchanted Pig" the three daughters invade the forbidden room and 
find the book containing an account of their future. "The Enchanted Pig" has this feature in common with stories of the 
"Bluebeard" type, so we will consider these stories together, to help clarify the significance of this motif of the forbidden 
room.

In "The Enchanted Pig" knowledge about marriage is found in the book kept in the room which the sisters are told not to 
enter. That the forbidden information is about marriage suggests that it is carnal knowledge their father forbade them to 
acquire--as even today certain books containing sexual information are withheld from the young.

Whether it is Bluebeard or the sorcerer in "Fitcher's Bird," it seems clear that when the male gives the female a key to a room, 
while at the same time instructing her not to enter, it is a test of her faithfulness to his orders or, in a broader sense, to him. 
Then these males pretend to depart or do depart for a while, to test their partner's fidelity. Returning unexpectedly, they find 
that their confidence has been betrayed. The nature of the betrayal may be guessed by the punishment: execution. In certain 
parts of the world in times past, only one form of deception on the female's part was punishable by death inflicted by her 
husband: sexual infidelity.
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With this thought, let us consider what gives the woman away. In "Fitcher's Bird" it is an egg, in "Bluebeard" a key. In both 
stories these are magic objects in the sense that once they are touched by blood, the blood cannot be washed off them. The 
motif of blood that cannot be washed off is an ancient one. Wherever it occurs, it is a sign that some evil deed, usually 
murder, was committed. [In the Gesta Romanorum of around 1300, blood which fell on a mother's hand when she murdered 
her child remains indelible. In Shakespeare, even if nobody else can see the blood on her hands, Lady Macbeth knows that it 
is there.] The egg is a symbol of female sexuality which, so it seems, the girls in "Fitcher's Bird" are to preserve unspoiled. 
The key that opens the door to a secret room suggests associations to the male sexual organ, particularly in first intercourse 
when the hymen is broken and blood gets on it. If this is one of the hidden meanings, then it makes sense that the blood 
cannot be washed away: defloration is an irreversible event.

In "Fitcher's Bird" the faithfulness of the girls is tested before they have gotten married. The sorcerer plans to marry the 
youngest daughter because she is able to fool him into believing that she has not disobeyed him. In Perrault's "Bluebeard"
we are told that as soon as Bluebeard left for his pretended trip, a great festivity took place; visitors came who did not dare 
enter the house when its master was at home. It is left to our imagination what went on between the woman and her guests 
with Bluebeard away, but the story makes it clear that everybody had a high time. The blood on the egg and the key seems to 
symbolize that the woman had sexual relations. Therefore we can understand her anxious fantasy which depicts corpses of 
women who had been killed for having been similarly unfaithful.

On hearing any of these stories, it immediately becomes obvious that the female is strongly tempted to do what is forbidden 
to her. It is hard to imagine any more effective way to seduce a person than to tell her: "I am going away; in my absence you 
may inspect all rooms but one. Here is the key to the forbidden room, which you are not to use." Thus on one level which is 
easily obscured by the gruesome details of the story, "Bluebeard" is a tale about sexual temptation.

On another level which is much more obvious, "Bluebeard" is a tale about the destructive aspects of sex. But if one thinks 
over the story's events for a moment, strange discrepancies become apparent. For example, in Perrault's tale, after her 
gruesome discovery, Bluebeard's wife does not call for help from any of the many guests who, according to the story, must 
still be around. She does not confide in her sister Anne, nor seek her help; all she asks of Anne is to look out for her brothers, 
who are to come on that day. Finally, Bluebeard's wife does not choose what would seem the most obvious course of action: 
to run for safety, or hide, or disguise herself. This is exactly what happens in "Fitcher's Bird" and in a parallel fairy story of 
the Brothers Grimm, "The Robber Bridegroom," in which the girl first hides, then escapes, and finally tricks the murderous 
robbers into coming to a feast, during which they are unmasked. The behavior of Bluebeard's bride suggests two possibilities: 
that what she sees in the forbidden closet is the creation of her own anxious fantasies; or that she has betrayed her husband, 
but hopes he won't find out.

Whether or not these interpretations are valid, there is no doubt that "Bluebeard" is a story which gives body to two not 
necessarily related emotions which are by no means alien to the child: First, jealous love, when one wishes so badly to keep 
one's beloveds forever that one is even ready to destroy them so that they cannot change loyalties. And second, sexual 
feelings can be terribly fascinating and tempting, but also very dangerous.

It is easy to ascribe "Bluebeard's" popularity to the combination of crime and sex, or the fascination which sexual crimes 
hold. To the child, I believe part of the attraction of the story is that it confirms his idea that adults have terrible sexual 
secrets. It also states what the child knows only too well from his own experience: to find out about sexual secrets is so 
tempting that even adults are willing to run the greatest risks imaginable. Further, the person who so tempts others deserves a 
fitting punishment.

I believe that on a preconscious level the child understands from the indelible blood on the key and from other details that 
Bluebeard's wife has committed a sexual indiscretion. The story tells that although a jealous husband may believe a wife 
deserves to be severely punished--even killed--for this, he is absolutely wrong in such thoughts. To fall into temptation, the 
story clearly tells, is most human. And the jealous person who believes he can take things into his own hands and acts on this 
conviction deserves to be killed. Marital infidelity, symbolically expressed by the blood on the egg or the key, is something 
to be forgiven. If the partner does not understand this, it is he who will suffer for it.

Gruesome as the story is, this analysis suggests that "Bluebeard," like all fairy stories--although, as mentioned before, it 
does not really fall into this category--teaches deep down a higher morality or humanity. The person who seeks cruel revenge 
for infidelity is deservedly undone, as is one who experiences sex only in its destructive aspects. That this more humane 
morality which understands and forgives sexual transgressions is the most significant aspect of this story is, for once, 
expressed in the second "morality" which Perrault appended to it. He writes: "One can well see that this is a story of times 
past; there are no longer such terrible husbands who demand the impossible; even when they are dissatisfied or jealous, they 
act gently toward their wives."
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However one interprets "Bluebeard," it is a cautionary tale which warns: Women, don't give in to your sexual curiosity; 
men, don't permit yourself to be carried away by your anger at being sexually betrayed. There is nothing subtle about it; most 
of all, no development toward higher humanity is projected. At the end, the protagonists, both Bluebeard and his wife, are 
exactly the same persons they were before. Earth-shaking events have taken place in the story and nobody is the better for 
them, except possibly the world because Bluebeard no longer exists in it.

Notes

1"Bluebeard," [Charles Perrault, Histories ou Contes du temps passé, avec des Moralitez (Paris, 1697)]. The first English 
translation is reprinted in [Iona and Peter Opie, The Classic Fairy Tales (London: Oxford University Press, 1974)].

Long before Perrault there are tales in which entering a forbidden chamber has far-reaching consequences. This motif 
appears, for example, in the "Tale of the Third Calender" in The Arabian Nights' Entertainments and in the Pentamerone,
where it is the Sixth Tale of the Fourth Day.

2"Mr. Fox" in [Katherine M. Briggs, A Dictionary of British Folk Tales, 4 volumes (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1970)].
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